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top-rated hotels. “India is becoming an increasingly important destination for travellers and as a result of this, the country is becoming increasingly popular among discerning travellers from around the world,” said Neil Emery, director of sales and product development at the China Tourism Writers’ Association. The push to draw tourists to India has been evident across three key areas. First, domestic tourism has increased manifold over the last two years, and is now set to become a major contributor to the country’s economy. Second, domestic tourism
has also become more organised, in large part due to the establishment of the lucrative direct air connectivity, which was initiated in 2007. Between 2007 and 2017, domestic tourism has grown by an average of 9% year-on-year, with the major growth occurring between 2013 and 2017. “Domestic tourism was almost non-existent in the 1980s but has experienced exponential growth since then,” said Nishit Agarwal, deputy managing director of the Kerala Tourism Department, a state with roughly 600 million tourism arrivals in 2017. Finally, the location
of India in the south Asian region allows for a diverse travel experience. “India is just one country in South Asia,” says Agarwal. “India is a different experience from Sri Lanka, Thailand, the Maldives, the Philippines and Malaysia.” In fact, most travellers to India combine it with an Asian destination, according to the World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC). Based on December 2017 figures, India accounted for 3% of all Asian tourists. Among the top-rated Asia-Pacific regions, India is the only one where it places more than 3% of the total visitation. In June
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A: The error is because the type of the column is integer and you're putting there text. You need to cast it like this Select * from Table1 where
(cast(ISNULL(Code1, '') as varchar(10))) = '023' Or do it in front of the query SELECT [Text] FROM Code1 WHERE (SELECT ISNULL(Code1, '') FROM Code1)
= '023' Edit If you use isnull in sql, that simply will return a bool, false or null, so you will need to cast it properly or use a WHERE not in ( ) clause SELECT

[Text] FROM Code1 WHERE ISNULL(Code1, '') = '023' The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals heard arguments this week in a lawsuit that could determine
whether a law restricting access to public records is unconstitutional. The lawsuit is being brought by a former police officer, Ryan Shapiro, who wanted
police records to compare them against his own past arrest record. The city refused and the department filed suit. Shapiro's lawyer, Archibald J. McLeod,

III, told the court that information privacy has no particular constitutional protections, but contends that people have a First Amendment right to the
records. Shapiro is a former Washington resident and now lives in Ireland, where he works as a police officer. He wants to return to the D.C. area and has
applied for police permits so he can work and live there. When he has done so in the past, he applied for the requested records at the Washington police
department, and later received them. In the present case, Shapiro was acquitted of murder charges in Philadelphia in 1997 and returned to Washington.

He soon became a police officer, obtained a federal firearms license and was able to purchase a firearm. “Did he know his past?” Judge A. Raymond
Randolph asked McLeod. “Yes, I think so,” McLeod answered, noting that Shapiro knew his history as a police officer in Philadelphia. But Randolph

inquired, “What did you learn from his application for a federal firearms license that put you on notice
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pfdq88d eng 4 0 4 imm76d 20130119 test keys img Photos: This is a 13-inch tablet that looks like an iPad Pro, but is bigger than. a13 mid nuclear
pfdq88d eng 4 0 4 imm76d 20130119 test keys imgAs expected, MTV's Teen Mom franchise will be available through HBO Max in May, Variety has

confirmed. The network is in late-stage talks with the companies behind the franchise and will be a part of HBO Max's launch slate that will include Acorn
TV, Genius, Watch What Happens Live, and soon, a new slate of originals from the studio's in-house development division. A deal for the series had been

rumored to be made months ago but it's only been officially confirmed that it will be part of the network. It would seem that Teen Mom was near and dear
to the network's higher-ups for quite some time, as a package of shows that were launched through MTV Europe in 2003 are in its back catalogue. As

Variety points out, the announcement is just the latest move HBO Max has made towards netting a wider presence in the space. The streaming platform
recently announced an expansion to the streaming coverage of the NFL, and just last week, Variety reported that the network was in talks with Desus &
Mero about an upcoming comedy series. HBO Max will launch May 1st.Central Intelligence Agency reports: The U.S. intelligence community assessed in
2010 that Iran could have produced a nuclear weapon within one year. As the White House prepares to lay out new sanctions against the country, the

public learned this week that Tehran is racing to close a gap in its uranium enrichment program. In 2003, the CIA estimated that the Iranians could build
a rudimentary bomb in four to five years. Related, Via Weekly Standard: Iran seems to be moving down a path toward closer ties to Washington as it feels
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the political winds turning toward direct U.S.-Iranian engagement. The Pentagon’s Office
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